SADDLE ROW KIT

About
Saddle Row is a boutique fitness concept creating
tailor-fit indoor workouts for cycling and rowing.
Since it opened its doors in 2015, it has built a
reputation for being a consistently safe and smart
fitness experience. Inspired by the badass bespoke
tailors of London’s most famous suiting street,
Saddle Row merges customized and measured
workouts in a stylish dual-concept studio space.
We bring together Cycling and Rowing—two
sports rooted in tradition, function, and style— in
an environment tailored to the needs of urban
warriors who demand excellence in the shortest
possible time.

ROCKWELL: R3 Level, PowerPlant Mall, Makati City Philippines
CSQ: 2F Central Square, Bonifacio High Street, Taguig City
EMAIL US AT: saddlerowph@gmail.com

Online
Classes
Ride
Row
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Row
Once an exclusive Ivy League sport, Rowing is fast
becoming the hottest full-body indoor workout.
Saddle Row is Manila’s first and only indoor rowing
studio powered by a crew of top instructors. Find
your rhythm as you row to the beat of a fresh
playlist as we challenge your muscles on a variety of
bodyweight exercises on and off the row.

01 Finesse
Master the basics and perfect your form, then
build strength with a series of conditioning
exercises off the Row.

02 Crew
Revisit the sport’s roots in our signature class
where we row together as a team.

03 Circuit
A total body workout with a series of on- and
off-the-Row moves that are a combination of
cardio and strength.
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Ride
Cycling is a heritage sport that has become a global
trend. The sense of community it fosters has given
rise to a new subculture. Join one of our cycling
classes and ride off to a high-intensity workout
experience that tones muscles and energizes the
mind, set to a bespoke playlist. It’s a wild ride, but
no, it won’t make your legs look like logs!

01 The Exchange
A pure cycling workout that’s a test of
stamina, with sprints, climbs, and rides at
different paces and speeds.

02 The Resistance
A combination of climbs, dance moves, and
sprints, plus resistance bands to work the
upper body and core.

03 The Underground
A cardio-heavy dance party on wheels, with
varying beats- per-minute and coordinated
arm moves.
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Realign
Our Realign program will bring you full circle to a more holistic level
of fitness, health, and mental well-being. With little to no equipment
needed, get heart-pumping workouts or a much needed stretch with
our Realign classes.

01 Restore
Stretch and breathe your way
toward active recovery

02 Refine
Focuses on small muscle groups
using controlled movements

03 Move
Combine cardio with
bodyweight strength in a
high- energy sweat session

04 Rings
Suspension training that
allows you to work with and
against your body weight
while developing strength
and stability

08 Flow
Rooted in yoga, stretch and
breathe your way toward
active recovery

05 Jump Rope
Torch calories with w rope
while you work your core,
arms and coordination with
this high intensity full body
workout

06 Cardio Remix
Using any cardio equipment available to you,
mix up various sets of strength with weights
and cardio moves in between. (Option to yse
a piece of cardio equipment such as a rowing
machine, bike, treadmill, jump rope or we’ve
got you covered with a mat-based cardio sets
demonstrated by the instructor.)

07 Weights
Heavyweights or Lightweights.
This 25-minute pure weighttraining class is the perfect addon to any workout. Movements
vary from compounded and
dynamic sequences to stablitity
work and isolated holds.

09 Dance

How to Book
Saddle Strong Sessions
Video On Demand
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Live Zoom: Saddle
Strong Sessions

01

Log on to www.saddlerow.com

02

Input your username and password
Username: Email Address
Password: saddlerow
(you may opt to change once logged in)

03

Go to SCHEDULE and select the
ROCKWELL booking room to view

04

Select the class you’d like to book

05

Wait for Zoom ID and password to be sent via
email 30mins before scheduled class time
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Video On Demand

01

Log on to www.saddlerow.com

02

Input your username and password
Username: Email Address
Password: saddlerow
(you may opt to change once logged in)

03

View your purchased video in your profile
under My Videos library

04

Expires in 30 days starting from
the day of purchase
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Video On Demand
We recommend mixing and matching your favourite
Ride Row and Realign classes! We’ve created choice
pairings to help keep you #SaddleStronger:

Basics of Row

+

Row Finesse with Bernardo

Basics of Ride

+

Ride Resistance with Topper

Ropes with Emil

+

Refine with Mayumi

Lightweights with Dani

+

Refine with Yael

Ride Underground with Clark

+

Lightweights with Dani

Ride Exchange with Dana

+

Flow with Topper

Row Crew with Bernardo

+

Move with Tinoy

Row Finesse with Yael

+

Move with Mayumi

Row Finesse with Emil

+

Heavyweights with Emil

Ride Resistance with Crystalle

+

Move with Mayumi

Ride Underground with Mayumi

+

Lightweights with Dani

Ride Underground with Mayumi

+

Lightweights with Dani

Ride Resistance with Topper

+

Row Crew with Bernardo

+

Refine with Yael

General Safety
Reminders & Guidelines
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Live Zoom: Saddle
Strong Sessions
1. Test your internet speed www.speedtest.net. We
recommend a minimum of 1.5 Mbps (up/ down.)
2. We recommend that you turn off Wi-Fi on all other devices
besides the one you are using for Zoom.
3.Use a large screen, such as a desktop monitor or laptop.
4. Come to class 10-15 minutes early, the crew will close
the meeting 5 minutes after the class begins to ensure you
are warmed up. We encourage you to keep your camera on
throughout the class to ensure the instructor may check your
form and give you any adjustments throughout the class
5. If you are using your mobile device, set your device to “Do
Not Disturb” or silent mode to avoid any distractions.

PLEASE NOTE THAT OUR CANCELLATION POLICY APPLIES. ANY CLASSES
CANCELLED WITHIN 24 HOURS OF THE BOOKED CLASS WILL RESULT IN A
FORFEITED CREDIT. CLASSES CANCELLED BEFORE THE 24-HOUR WINDOW
OF THE SCHEDULED CLASS WILL NOT RESULT IN CREDIT PENALTY AND THE
CLASS CREDIT WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE RETURNED TO YOUR ACCOUNT.
FOR ZOOM CLASSES: PLEASE NOTE THAT ZOOM ID AND PASSWORD CODES
WILL BE SENT 30MINS BEFORE SCHEDULED CLASS TIME VIA EMAIL. FOR
ANY QUERIES, PLEASE CONTACT SADDLEROWPH@GMAIL.COM
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Live Zoom: Saddle
Strong Sessions

Before Class
Try not to eat heavily at least an hour before
and come in comfortable athletic gear.

During Class
Let the Crew know it’s your first class so we
can walk you through the basics. Give a heads
up if you’ve got injuries or health issues.
Safety is our priority so we’ll push you if you
want to keep up, but go for the pace that’s
comfortable for you.

After Class
The Crew is always ready to answer any
questions or concerns, so go ahead and fire
away. You’ve probably worked up a serious
sweat—don’t forget to hydrate and eat a good
recovery meal.
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Daily Maintenance:
Bike Care

01

Unlock the handle bar and the saddle.
Pull them back up to the highest position.

02

Place resistance knob back to
zero, all the way to the left.

03

Wipe and clean any part of the bike
where sweat can settle, including:
Handlebar, slider, post
Seat, slider, post
Brake knob/Resistance

04

Never use abrasive or petroleumbased liquids to clean the bike.

*Sweat marks and alcohol or cleaning sanitizing products may cause natural
discoloration to the bike body and it’s parts. Service and warranty will not be
able to cover these changes from sweat and cleaning solutions.
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Daily Maintenance:
Rowing Machine
Care

01

It is particularly important to ensure that there is no
dust build up in the between the top and bottom decks.

02

The surface and groove in the monorail as well as the surface
of the tank must be kept clean to prevent dust fouling the
seat wheels, and can be cleaned by wiping with a damp cloth.

03

Do not use any chemicals when
cleaning any part of your rower.

*Sweat marks and alcohol or cleaning sanitizing products may cause natural
discoloration to the rower and it’s parts. Service and warranty will not be able
to cover these changes from sweat and cleaning solutions.
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Product
Information
SADDLE ROW BIKE: TRAX Cadence 2.0
Our official RIDE-AT-HOME bike! Enjoy these basic bike features that
will surely get you riding your favorite SADDLE ROW signature classes.
Rest assured our class programs are tailored for our official bike features!
Bike Specifications:
Adjustable Seat & Handle Bar
Resistance Knob & Control
Caged Pedals (conversion to cleated pedals is available as a separate
purchase)
Grip Pulse Sensor
Bottle Holder
Friction Brake System
Transmission System: 6PJ Belt
Flywheel Weight: 8 kgs
Maximum Load: 120 kgs
Dimension: 105 x 51 x 113 (L x W x H)
Saddle Row Bike does NOT come with:
Cleated Pedals
Cycling Shoes with Cleats Computer Console
Warranty
3 years frame, 1 year service, 3 months consumable parts provided by
third party (after- sales service details in welcome packet)

*Accepting the bike at time of delivery
acknowledges that the bike is in 100%
condition. It is the responsibility of
the recipient to check that condition is
acceptable at time of delivery and acceptance
of delivery receipt
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Product
Information

REALIGN MAT: 3mm thickness
REALIGN ROPES: Join our signature ROPES classes with
our SADDLE ROW PVC Speed Jump Ropes
RESISTANCE BANDS: 4-18 lb Resistance Bands so you
can get #SADDLESTRONG with us
SADDLE SWAG: Official SADDLE ROW merchandise
Crew Shirt: Sport our official Ride Row Realign shirt (One
Size/ Unisex/ Muscle Tee/ Cotton)
Crew Bag: Water Resistant Drawstring Bag with front
zippered compartment for essentials
Warranty
All after sales service and repairs will be handled by the
distributor Chris Sports. Saddle Row is not responsible for
repairs and maintenance after acceptance of its delivery.
Contact number: 8930-0988
Email: techservice.chrissports@gmail.com
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Product
Information

SADDLE ROW ROWING MACHINE: Reebok One GR Rower
Our official ROW-AT-HOME rowing machine! Enjoy these basic row
features that will surely get you rowing to your favorite SADDLE ROW
signature classes. Rest assured our class programs are tailored for our
official rowing machine features! Fold the rowing machine up for easy
storage.
Rowing Machine Specifications:
IMPORTANT: CONNECTION TO A POWER OUTLET IS NEEDED TO
OPERATE THIS ROWING MACHINE
16 Resistance levels
6kg Flywheel
4.5” LCD Console with Stroke Display and SPM (stroke per minute)
HRC, Race and Recovery Functions
Belt Drive, Foam Padded Handles, Transport Wheels, Slip Resistant
Rubber Footplates with Velcro Foot Straps
Manualy Folds for Storage
Maximum User Weight: 120kg
Dimensions: 198cm x 48cm x 82cm (LxWxH)

*Accepting the rower at time of delivery
acknowledges that the rower is in 100%
condition. It is the responsibility of
the recipient to check that condition is
acceptable at time of delivery and acceptance
of delivery receipt
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Product
Information

RESISTANCE BANDS: 4-18 lb Resistance Bands so you can get
#SADDLESTRONG with us
SADDLE SWAG: Official SADDLE ROW merchandise
Crew Shirt: Sport our official Ride Row Realign shirt (One Size/ Unisex/
Muscle Tee/ Cotton)
Crew Bag: Water Resistant Drawstring Bag with front zippered
compartment for essentials
Warranty
1 year frame, 1 year service
(after- sales service details in welcome packet)
All after sales service and repairs will be handled by the distributor.
Saddle Row is not responsible for repairs and maintenance after
acceptance of its delivery.
Row machine service center:
Ms Kim: 0922-8600830, 0933-0921532
Flavie 09330921532

